PIRATE TIME!

HOW TO MAKE A TREASURE MAP

What you need:

- Paper
- Coffee granules
- A tea bag soaked in warm water (to allow colour to be released)
- Pens or pencils
- Treasure!

Hide your treasure in the house/garden, this will be where $X$ marks the spot!

- Mark the $X$ on the map
- Include a compass (this will show you where North, East, South and West are)
- Draw your clues how to get to $X$
- Tear off the edges of the paper, this will make it look old
- Rub the wet tea bag over the paper *(make sure the tea bag is not too wet)* then rub some coffee granules over it.
- Scrunch up the paper and open it up. This will give the map an old look.
- Give your map to your friends/family to see if they can find your treasure.

Send us a picture of your map to info@playscotland.org